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We face big challenges in reaching our learners … and you probably do too!

Our consultants
do want to learn …

… but their schedule
is extremely busy…

… and we got them used
to traditional channels

More than

Only

More than

80%

15%

90%

of our consultants will
seek out learning
opportunities

of our leaners want
more opportunities to
learn during a study

of learning time inperson, with the bulk
of the rest in traditional
digital courses
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Day 1 Start Experiment

We are investing in a new way to reach our learners

Access Productivity Portal

Day 5 Submit Reflection

Here’s how it all works
1. Enroll

3a. Build new habits, learn by doing

Pick an area of focus: Prioritize,
Organize, or Energize. Not sure where
to start? Take a self-reflection to help.

We deliver one new experiment per week, for four weeks, right to your desktop. Try it, in the workflow, on your study,
then at the end of the week – reflect on the experience.
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week …

2. Personalize

3b. Connect to Support

4. Track Growth

Set your baselines, write a goal
for yourself, pick a buddy to work
with you through the experience.

Visit the Personal Productivity Portal to access McKinsey
expert-curated toolkits, by experiment. Submit your
weekly reflections, and connect with other learners.

Check your progress against baselines,
set new goals, and enroll in more levers

 Completely on-the-job

 Learn by doing

 Digital and peer support

 Pull from learning portal

 ~15 min a week

 Email push
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Balance & Impact Case
Audience

)

 Early tenured consultants, with wide application
for all colleagues

Design Principles


Our analysis uncovered 4 design principles. To
be successful, our solution needed to:
– Be integrated into the workflow
– Have an impact on the things that people
care about most
– Make a reasonable request of the learner
– Build lasting change

Process
 Agile sprints with user test pilots for iteration

Results




97% improvement in at least one peak
performance indicator.
38% reported getting more sleep per night after
this program than before.
20% percent reported working fewer hours
without reducing their workload.
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Trigger

The nudges trigger motivation, action, and reflection

Reflection
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1

Trigger the learner to take action tapping into emotion

5

A trigger to ask learner to pause and reflect on the experience

2

Motivation by sharing what’s in it for the learner and others

6

Ask explicit and concrete questions so learner reflects on action and improves for future

3

Specific, attainable, actionable steps

7

Encouragement to do the behavior again – this is not a one-and-done

4

Supporting content to help set the learner up for success
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Our key learnings – what works

Personalize!

Design includes
Delivery

Define success
creatively

Test, test,
and test again

Be direct

Make it feel different
from other learning,
and personal – allow
users to choose how
they experience it.

Think about the
delivery as you are
building the design –
they are completely
intertwined!

Go beyond
completion and
satisfaction ratings.
Consider creative
success measures.

Build a minimum
viable product
quickly, test with
users, and iterate
with agile sprints.

To effectively change
on-the-job habits,
use the "shotgun"
approach, not the
scalpel.
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Thank you!

Kristin Brown Learning Design Manager
kristinkbrown

Bruce Burnett Learning Portfolio Manager

Learn more about this and
other L&D innovations in
our new book

bruce burnett

Elevatinglearningbook.com
Andre Carneiro Learning Portfolio Manager

Available on Lulu and Amazon

andre carneiro

Stacie Comolli Learning Design Manager
stacie Comolli m ed
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